Experience Comfort at a Whole New Level

Every Zero Energy Ready Home includes a comprehensive package of features that deliver total comfort. That’s because they go way beyond just controlling air temperature to also ensure proper air mixing, humidity levels, surface temperatures, and quiet. You can look forward to even temperatures year-round, warm floors in winter, cool and dry summers, no drafts, no window condensation, no outdoor noises, quiet equipment, and low energy bills.

Compare the Difference

“As soon as you walk into this house you can tell its sound, it’s airtight. You feel like you’re wrapped in 100 wool blankets.”
— Homeowner

“What I love most about this home is just how comfortable it is. The temperature is always perfect… regardless of where I am in the house.”
— Homeowner

“While our power bill is lower, our comfort, our well-being, and our quality of life are all much, much higher.”
— Homeowner

Zero Energy Ready Home Comfort Package

Thermal Blanket Construction
Attic, wall, and foundation insulation meets or exceeds local code requirements and is quality installed to leading expert best practices. This is complemented with comprehensive air sealing to block drafts and advanced window technology to trap heat indoors during winter and block heat from getting in during summer. The result is minimal unwanted heat loss and gain, controlled surface temperatures, and minimal drafts that provide superior thermal comfort.

Quality Installed Comfort System
High-efficiency heating and cooling equipment is quality installed to industry best practices including ducts located for optimized performance. This will result in efficient operation, even distribution of comfort throughout the home, and effective humidity control.

Quiet Living
Advanced insulation, air sealing, and quiet window technology effectively block unwanted outdoor noises. Advanced equipment and components including ENERGY STAR® certified fans, appliances and lighting feature ultra-quiet operation. In addition, high-efficiency heating and cooling equipment are rated for very low noise operation. This is a whole new level of quiet.